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1. Introduction

Biosimilars are biological drugs which are similar to the authorized biologics (“reference product”) but not identical (1). The European legislation has offered since 2006 a legal framework for biosimilars. The concept and methodology of the comparative investigations are further treated in the guidelines of the European Medicines Agency (EMA)(1). A biosimilar is only authorized when it can be stated with appropriate certainty that its variability and the differences with the reference medicinal product will not have a relevant influence on the safety or efficacy. EMA has approved a first one biosimilar to infliximab, namely CT-P13 and marketed with two brand names Remsima (2) and Inflectra (3), on the basis of two randomized controlled trials (RCT) in Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) and Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS) (4, 5). More recently, a second biosimilar SB2, Flixabi (6), has been approved/registered and has also been evaluated in RA (7). According to EMA, the use of the biosimilar CT-P13 could be recommended in IBD from the extrapolation from the Planetra (5) and Planetas (4) studies in Rheumatologic diseases. Beyond the biosimilarity between the Infliximab reference product and the biosimilar CT-P13 and extrapolation of safety and efficacy in IBD, the cost-effectiveness of biosimilars is of great value as it dramatically reduces the burden of the cost of anti-TNFs to the health care system in Belgium. Initially, BIRD reserved its position on the broad use of biosimilars in IBD and has been waiting reassuring data on the following evidence : disease pathogenicity and mode of action of infliximab are different within and between IBD and rheumatologic diseases. A non-inferiority Norwegian RCT, the NORSWITCH Trial, demonstrates non-significant difference in terms of safety and efficacy between CT-P13 and the originator infliximab and switch from the originator infliximab to CT-P13 in a large population of patients with immune-mediated inflammatory diseases (IMIDs) including IBD (8). The ministry of Health Maggie de Block has issued new guidance on the National Strategy for the use of biosimilars in Belgium calling for the full application of the legislation of June 15, 2006 of public tendering and emphasizing further technical and legal implementation on January 16, 2016 with the monitoring of every single hospital in Belgium on the adoption of biosimilars. Recently, FAGG/AFMPS has revised its position statement on biosimilars and pharmacovigilance with the need for post-marketing risk management program (RMP). A recent systematic review (9) updated by ECCO Position Statement group, shows 15 studies demonstrating comforting data about safety, efficacy and immunogenicity (10). Following our recommendations in 2015 (11), we here update the BIRD position statement on the use of biosimilars for IBD in 2017 in order to further contribute to extend their use in clinical practice.

2. Biosimilarity

A biosimilar is a biological medicinal product claimed to be similar to an approved reference biological medicinal product (1). A biosimilar of a biologic agent is similar but not identical to its reference product and therefore not the same as a generic of a small molecule which is chemically synthesized (12). Indeed, biological agents are manufactured from living systems including organisms, cells or tissue cultures which brings up the production of large complex unstable molecules, grown from cells with a heterogeneous structure, and inherent variability not only related to changes in the
manufacturing process but also in the production. The production of recombinant proteins starts with cell expansion and cell production in bio-reactors, after which they are recovered through filtration or centrifugation and subsequently purified by chromatography. Each of these processes has product-specific characteristics: the type of cell line used, the media in which the cells grow, the methods of expansion, the conditions in the bioreactors, binding and elution conditions for the purification process. A few differences may exist in the biology between biosimilars and the reference product infliximab. After careful evaluation EMA has concluded that these differences had no clinical impact and significance (13).

3. From extrapolation to clinical evidence in IBD

The use of CT-P13 in IBD results from extrapolation from the Planetra (5) and Planetas (4) studies in rheumatologic diseases, RA and AS. Initially, BIRD reserved its position due to the knowledge that the mode of action of infliximab may be different in these diseases; Infliximab binding to membrane-bound TNF is required for its therapeutic efficacy in IBD, while binding to soluble TNF-alpha seems to be sufficient in RA and AS. Since 2014, reassuring data on efficacy and safety are being reported in both adult and pediatric IBD populations (14-17). Observational studies evaluating the switch from the originator infliximab to its biosimilar CT-P13 did not show significant difference in terms of efficacy or safety (14-16, 18). Similar observations have been reported in the pediatric population (17). Observational studies further confirmed the efficacy of biosimilars at induction (19-21). Despite financial forecasts in cost reduction (22), IBD specialists have been waiting reassuring data for the broad use of CT-P13 in IBD. A recent systematic review (9) updated by ECCO Position Statement group (10), showed 15 studies demonstrating comforting data about safety, efficacy and immunogenicity. The results from a large Norwegian RCT, the NORSWITCH trial seem to comfort the absence of difference between CT-P13 and originator infliximab in terms of safety and efficacy among several disease populations; 481 patients suffering from several IMIDs: Crohn’s disease (CD), ulcerative colitis (UC), ankylosing spondylitis, rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arthritis and chronic plaque psoriasis. For the IBD study population, 155 CD and 93 UC patients were included, randomized 1:1 to either continue originator infliximab or switch to biosimilar treatment and were followed during 52 weeks. Disease worsening in CD patients occurred in 9.1% and 11.9% of patients in the originator and CT-P13 arms, respectively. NORSWITCH supports the safety and efficacy of CT-P13 and demonstrates that the switch from the originator infliximab to CT-P13 is safe, although some cautions must be taken regarding the loss of response. A recent UK study evaluated 143 patients with IBD after a switch from originator infliximab to the biosimilar CT-P13. No clinically significant differences nor significant differences in drug persistence and immunogenicity were observed while significant cost savings were made while maintaining similar patient-reported outcomes (23). Finally, Kim et al. published a RCT focusing on CD with similar results in terms of clinical response and remission although the follow-up period was limited (24). Further trials would be needed to confirm that the rate of loss of response in CD after the switch is similar from the originator infliximab to the biosimilar CT-P13 after a significant follow-up. New RCT, such as SIMILAR, will begin soon (25). More recently, the EMA and FAGG/AFMPS approved the use of the second biosimilar SB2, Flixabi, in IBD by extrapolation from a RCT in RA. Similarly to studies evaluating the biosimilar CT-P13, the results of this study demonstrated comparability in terms of efficacy, safety, immunogenicity and PK profiling (7).

Accordingly, the ECCO guidelines state that switching from the originator to a biosimilar in patients with IBD is acceptable. Studies of switching can provide valuable evidence for safety and efficacy. Scientific and clinical evidence is lacking regarding reverse switching, multiple switching, and cross-switching among biosimilars in IBD patients.

4. Safety and immunogenicity

One specific property to biologics and major safety issue is their ability to cause immunogenicity. Immunogenicity cannot be predicted by preclinical studies. In clinical practice, immunogenicity, that is the generation of antibodies to Infliximab (ATI), is associated to enhancement of drug clearance (26), loss of response (27) and to side-effects such as hypersensitivity reactions (28). Testing immunogenicity requires specific longitudinal tests such as detailed pharmacokinetics studies including testing for anti-drug antibodies.

As for all medicinal products, according to EMA, a Risk Management Plan (RMP) is to be developed and adequate pharmacovigilance must be set up to ensure quick identification and permanent follow-up of the safety of the medicinal product after market authorization (13). The weighing of benefits and risks of a medicinal product at the time of approval will always include some uncertainty which, however, is anticipated to be less for biosimilars than for new innovative products. Additional risk minimization activities are treated nationally in Belgium by the FAGG/AFMPS. Recently, the FAGG/AFMPS has revised its position statement on biosimilars and pharmacovigilance with the following recommendations:
1. As for all medicinal products, the safety of biosimilars is monitored continuously after their approval. For each new marketing authorization of a medicinal product, including biosimilars, a risk management plan (RMP) is developed and an adequate pharmacovigilance is set up ensuring a permanent follow-up of the safety of the medicinal product after it has been brought on the market.

2. An extrapolation based on immunogenicity data of the reference product is obviously not possible. It is of importance that Immunogenicity testing of the biosimilar and the reference product should be conducted within the biosimilar comparability exercise by using the same assay format. Biosimilars cannot be approved if an increased risk for immunogenicity has been observed.

3. Identification of the biological product is very important when reporting adverse events. If the prescriber decides to move from one biological to the other (originator/originator; originator/biosimilar; biosimilar/originator or biosimilar/biosimilar, often also called “switch” in this context), then this must be done with the necessary follow-up and the modification must be recorded accurately.

The two pivotal studies, PLANETAS and PLANETRA, did not report difference in terms of ATI between the originator infliximab and biosimilar whether at week 52 (4,5) or week 104 (29, 30). Even though the results of PLANETAS and PLANETRA showed highly comparable pharmacokinetics and immunogenicity for both arms (Remicade® and CT-P13 or biosimilar-infliximab) with different dosages and settings (mono therapy and combination therapy), the BIRD had been awaited for additional evidence of similar immunogenicity between infliximab and CT-P13. Today, neither the above-mentioned observational studies (20) nor NORSWITCH (31) reported significant difference in terms of ATI formation. Interestingly, a recent study has demonstrated a similar immunogenicity and shared immune-dominant epitopes on the originator infliximab and CT-P13 which facilitate their monitoring of IBD patients (32).

5. Substitution

Substitution, that is the passage of a specialty subject to a prescription to another specialty by the pharmacist, without consulting the doctor, is not allowed in Belgium for biologicals (including biosimilars), according a revised FAGG/AFMPS position statement on biosimilars and pharmacovigilance (33).

6. Adoption

Supporting the adoption of biosimilar medications in Belgium has been identified by the health authorities as a priority to make sure that increased competition would generate savings and ultimately lead to better healthcare for patients. Biosimilars have historically been largely underused in Belgium compared to the majority of the European countries. This was mainly because of the lack of a proper implementation of the legal mechanisms driving competition on the market (see circular letter Minister De Block December 2016 to the Belgian hospital management), as well as the low awareness and trust in biosimilars, particularly from physicians. This information gap was due to insufficient availability of appropriate information dissemination channels (33).

Until today, the use of infliximab biosimilars remains limited, but is likely to increase following the release of the recent NORSWITCH data (7) and the updated ECCO Position Statement on the use of biosimilars in IBD (11) and based on clear positions of National Medicine Agencies, including the FAGG/AFMPS. To ensure a successful adoption of biosimilars, it is important to address a thorough education of health care providers (physicians, nurses, pharmacists) AND patients, to ensure a good understanding and trust in biosimilars. A detailed information paper on biosimilar medicinal products has been provided by the European Commission and its Q&A section for patients has been updated on January 23, 2017 (34). Like any medicine approved in the EU, instructions for use are provided in the prescribing information (for doctors and other healthcare professionals) and package leaflet (for patients). When treating with biological medicines, it is important to fully inform patients about what can be expected when starting treatment with a biological or when switching from one biological to another, which could be a biosimilar. A record of what medicine has been given to the patient should be kept (regulatory bodies have recommended that all biologic medicines including biosimilar medicines are prescribed by brand name and not their generic name)(34). Switching from an originator to a biosimilar should be performed following an appropriate discussion between physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and patients. The IBD nurse can play a key role in communicating the importance and equivalence of biosimilar therapy as recommended by ECCO Guidelines. With the adoption of biosimilars, it is hoped that the reduction of costs related to their use will be re-invested by the health ministry to improve the quality of care of IBD patients in Belgium.

7. Conclusion and BIRD Recommendations

Based on the current regulatory guidance from the EMA and the current literature about efficacy and safety of biosimilars in IBD patients, the BIRD members agree on the following statements:

1. Extrapolation from RCTs in RA and AS, observational cohort studies in paediatric and adult IBD, and the non-inferiority RCT NORSWITCH in IBD support the use of the biosimilar CT-P13 in IBD.

2. Initiation of patients with infliximab according the reimbursement criteria of anti-TNFs in Belgium:
Remicade, Remsima or Inflectra can be prescribed since initiating therapy with CT-P13 appears today as safe and effective than initiating therapy with the reference product infliximab.

3. Switching from Remicade to Remsima or Inflectra for patients who are in a stable clinical remission on Remicade therapy is acceptable since the switch CT-P13 appears today as safe and effective than treatment maintenance with the reference product infliximab. Further studies are needed to evaluate the rate of loss of response in Crohn’s disease after switching from the reference product infliximab to the biosimilar CT-P13. At present time, immunogenicity does not seem different after the switch of the reference product infliximab to the biosimilar CT-P13.

4. Automatic substitution, (dispensing one medicine instead of another equivalent and interchangeable medicine at the pharmacy level without consulting the prescriber), is not appropriate.

5. Pharmacovigilance is essential for any new biological medicine, and patients prescribed with Remsima or Inflectra should be followed on the long-term thanks to FAGG/AFMPS risk management plan.
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